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SynBioBeta 2024: The Global Synthetic Biology Conference - Connecting Biology, Technology and Innovation
Join us for an unparalleled four-day summit delving into synthetic biology. Explore why the costs of reading, writing, and editing DNA plummet while speed and accessibility soar. Gain insights into cutting-edge medical advancements such as cell therapies, vaccines, and living medicines. Discover how companies harness biology to produce bio-based jet fuel, textiles, concrete, and other chemicals and materials. Engage with trailblazing entrepreneurs crafting innovative foods, crops, and fragrances. Join us to see the potential applications of these technologies in shaping sustainable manufacturing ecosystems.
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Join us for an unparalleled four-day summit delving into synthetic biology. Explore why the costs of reading, writing, and editing DNA plummet while speed and accessibility soar. Gain insights into cutting-edge medical advancements such as cell therapies, vaccines, and living medicines. Discover how companies harness biology to produce bio-based jet fuel, textiles, concrete, and other chemicals and materials. Engage with trailblazing entrepreneurs crafting innovative foods, crops, and fragrances. Join us to see the potential applications of these technologies in shaping sustainable manufacturing ecosystems.
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Can Biology Become the Main Source of Our Chemical Feedstocks?
The chemical industry is an obvious target for impactful synbio research and innovation, but entering it is challenging and full of complex considerations. Can synthetic biology help reinvent it and provide sustainable alternatives for the majority of chemical products on the market?
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Halting Cellular Aging with Senotherapeutics
Longevity biotechs are developing a new class of anti-aging drugs to selectively target senescent cells.
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Synthetic Biology in Everyday Life: From Lab to the Beauty Counter
The synthetic biology industry’s overlooked success story: beauty and aesthetic medicine 
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Sweet Revolution: Conagen and Sweegen's Game-Changing Partnership in Sugar Reduction
Harnessing biotechnology and taste modulation expertise, Conagen and Sweegen are paving the way for superior-tasting, healthier food and drink options.
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Ginkgo Bioworks and Novo Nordisk Expand Alliance to Collaborate Across R&D Value Chain
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Obsidian Therapeutics Secures $160.5M Series C Financing for Innovative Cell Therapy
The oversubscribed funding round propels the progress of OBX-115, a cutting-edge T-cell immunotherapy targeting treatment-resistant melanoma and NSCLC
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The latest industry jobs.
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Ginkgo Bioworks
Associate Director, RNA Purification & Characterization
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Matterworks
Senior Data Engineer, Full Stack
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Matterworks
Senior Scientist/Scientist
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Contact our team directly.
Click here to fill out the form and our team will get back to you asap.
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What best describes your inquiry?
Conference & Events
Sponsor Inquiry
Content or Marketing
Other

How can we help?


Thank you! Someone from our team will be in contact shortly

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.







What we do.


Events

SynBioBeta annually hosts 
The Global Synthetic Biology Conference, Thought Leader Retreats, and local meet-ups in both the United States and around the world.

Learn More




	
		
		
		
	


News & Insights

SynBioBeta's Weekly Newsletter highlights global research, thought leadership, and discoveries while telling the story of the bioeconomy.


Learn More





Videos & Podcasts

Access video recordings from past SynBioBeta events and 
our Thought Leader Podcast.



Learn More






Industry Reports

Check out global research, industry highlights , reports and stories of the Bioeconomy. 



Learn More





About SynBioBeta
SynBioBeta is the premier innovation network for biological engineers, investors, innovators, and entrepreneurs who share a passion for using biology to build a better, more sustainable world. We provide our community members with personal and professional development support, as well as valuable opportunities for partnership, collaboration, networking, and education. We host The Global Synthetic Biology Conference each year, which highlights the innovative developments in synthetic biology that are transforming how we fuel, heal, and feed the world. Our Weekly Newsletter provides opportunities to highlight our partners research, thoughts and discoveries while telling the story of the bioeconomy.
Learn More About Us
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Sign up for our newsletter to get the latest industry news right to your inbox!
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